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Thermal shape and orientation fluctuation corrections for the hot giant dipole resonance
within the static path approximation
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The g-absorption cross section@i.e., giant dipole resonance~GDR!# of 106Sn is calculated at temperature
T52 MeV and angular momentaJ540 and 55 following the linear response theory at finite temperature and
incorporating the thermal shape as well as orientation fluctuation corrections within the static path approxima-
tion approach. The orientation fluctuation corrections have been included for the first time in such a calcula-
tion, and are found to be rather unimportant. Then without the inclusion of these effects the GDR is calculated
at several more temperature and spin values. We find that atT54 MeV the GDR widthG shows an increase
of only about 1.5 MeV compared to its value atT50.5 MeV. However, at a fixed temperatureT52 MeV, the
increase in the width atJ569 is by about 3 MeV compared to its value atJ50. Finally, we have also
compared the increase ofG at T52 MeV as a function ofJ for 106Sn and120Sn. The increase is steeper for the
lighter isotope, as expected.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.63.024310 PACS number~s!: 21.10.Pc, 24.10.Pa, 24.30.Cz, 24.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of giant dipole resonance~GDR! at high tem-
peratures and spins is still an active area of investigati
experimentally@1–6# as well as theoretically@7–11#. There
is the need for a fully microscopic approach that employs
effective many-body Hamiltonian and can reproduce the
pendence of the GDR widthG and shape as a function o
temperatureT and spinJ. Recently a microscopic schem
was proposed in Ref.@8# in which the g-absorption cross
sections(E) as a function of theg-ray energyE is com-
puted in the linear response theory at finite temperature w
averaging over the fluctuating shape parameters within
static path approximation~SPA! to the grand canonical par
tition function. The angular momentum dependence is
cluded following the standard cranking approach. Very
cently @12#, we have applied this approach to the study
GDR parameters of120Sn. It was found that although th
increase ofG with T is very weak, the average over sha
fluctuations within the SPA can provide a reasonable dep
dence onJ. However, corrections for the fluctuation of th
orientation angles of the rotational axis were not include

As a continuation of the above work we have attemp
here to investigate the effect of orientation fluctuation c
rections with numerical calculations performed for106Sn. As
this nucleus is lighter than120Sn, we expect a stronger de
pendence ofG as well as an average of deformation para
eters on the angular momentum@3#.

In the next section we present a brief outline of the f
malism. In Sec. III some numerical details will be presen
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along with a discussion of our results. Finally, in Sec. IV, w
present some conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

As we use the same formalism as that of Ref.@8#, we give
here only some essential equations to outline the steps
volved in the calculations. The many-body Hamiltonian e
ployed has a spherical single-particle part and a quadrup
quadrupole interaction term:

Ĥ5Ĥ02
1

2
xQ(

m
~21!mQ̂2mQ̂m , ~1!

where Ĥ0 stands for the spherical part and the quadrup
operator Q̂m is given asQ̂m5(r 2/b2)Y2m with the usual
harmonic-oscillator ~HO! length parameterb25\/mv0,
where\v0541A21/3 MeV. The interaction strength param
eterxQ ~in MeV! is taken as@13#

xQ5120A25/3f c , ~2!

where f c is a core polarization factor (f c>1) taken as unity
if there is no assumption of an inert core. The angular m
mentum dependence is brought in following the stand
cranking approach@8,14#. Taking the cranking axis to be th
z axis in the laboratory frame of reference, the partition fun
tion within the SPA takes the form@15#
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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ZSPA54pS a

2pTD 5/2E dD~c,u,b,g!e2ab2/2T

3z~c,u,b,g,v,T!, ~3!

where

z~c,u,b,g,v,T!5Tr e2(Ĥv2mpN̂p2mnN̂n)/T ~4!

and

E dD~c,u,b,g!

5E
0

p

dcE
0

p

du sinuE
0

`

dbb4E
0

p/3

dg sin~3g!.

~5!

In the above equationsa5(\v0)2/xQ and Ĥv5( i ĥ
v( i ),

with

ĥv5ĥ02\v0bS r 2

b2D FcosgY201
1

A2
~Y221Y222!G

2v~cosu ĵ z2sinu cosc ĵ x1sinu sinc ĵ y!, ~6!

where angular momentum operators are now in the bo
fixed ~principal axes! frame of reference. It is clear that th
trace in Eq.~4! can be computed with the eigenvalues of t
one-body Hamiltonian~6!, which is complex Hermitian. If
the orientation anglesc and u are set to zero value, it wil
amount to a simplez-axis cranking in the usual sense. Th
values of the chemical potentialsmp,n and the cranking fre-
quencyv can be adjusted to get the correct values of
number of particles and the expectation value ofĴz :

TABLE I. Core polarization factorf c and the value of the de
formation parameter in the ground state,b0, in two model spaces
for 106Sn and120Sn.

SpaceS(A) SpaceS(B)
Nucleus f c b0 f c b0

106Sn 1.60 0.116 1.75 0.118
120Sn 1.75 0.104 2.0 0.109
02431
y-

e

Np,n5T
]

]mp,n
ln ZSPA, ~7!

M5^Ĵz&5T
]

]v
ln ZSPA. ~8!

Using the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the ab
Hamiltonian ~6! the g-absorption cross section with th
g-ray energiesE can be computed following the linear re
sponse theory as discussed in Refs.@8,14#:

s~E,b,v,T!524paE (
m521,0,1

Im RD1mD12m

3~E2vm,b,T!, ~9!

wherea5e2/\c, andR is the response function matrix wit
D1m denoting the dipole operator expressed in tensor re
sentation. In the above,b is used to stand for all the shap
parameters including the orientation angles. In Cartesian
ordinates the 333R matrix is

R~E!5
R0~E!

12xDR0~E!
~10!

for a separable dipole interaction with the interacti
strength@14#

~xD! i53mv i
2 A

NZ
~11!

with the deformed harmonic oscillator frequency

v i.v0F12A5/4pb cosS g2
2p

3
i D G , ~12!

where i 51, 2, and 3 meansx, y, and z, respectively. The
matrix R0 is given by

R05Rp
01Rn

0 , ~13!

where

~Ri , j
0 !p,n5(

k,k8

^ku~D̂ i
†!p,nuk8&^k8u~D̂ j !

p,nuk&

~E1 ih!2Ekk8

f kk8 . ~14!

The dipole operators are defined as
rge
FIG. 1. Normalizedg-absorption cross sections(E) of the GDR in 106Sn. The solid curve corresponds to the calculation in the la
model spaceS(A) as discussed in the text. The dashed curve similarly corresponds toS(B), the smaller model space.~a! Results obtained
at T52 MeV andJ50; ~b! those atT52 MeV andJ569.
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D̂ i
p5

N

A
xi

p , D̂ i
n52

Z

A
xi

n , ~15!

wherexi5x,y,z for i 51,2,3, respectively. The ketuk& is the
eigenstate of the mean-field Hamiltonian~6! with eigenval-
uesek and Ekk85ek2ek8 , f kk85 f k82 f k with f k being the
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02431
standard Fermi distribution functions. An imaginary ener
ih is added toE in order to have a finite GDR width.

Thus, main numerical calculation involves the compu
tion of the matrixR0 as a function of various variables suc
as theg-ray energy, temperature, cranking frequency, a
the shape parameters. The thermal-averaged value of
cross section is finally calculated as
s~E,v,T!5

E dD~c,u,b,g!e2ab2/2Tz~c,u,b,g,v,T!s~c,u,b,g,E,v,T!

E dD~c,u,b,g!e2ab2/2Tz~c,u,b,g,v,T!

. ~16!
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It may be noted that, if the orientation angles are set to z
the limit of g integration should be such that it allows for fu
shape evolution with the possibility of rotation about a
perpendicular to the prolate as well as the oblate symm
axes. In our notation~see Fig. 1.4 in Ref.@16#! we have 0
<g<p for thez-axis cranking and2p/3<g<2p/3 for the
x-axis cranking.

III. SOME NUMERICAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

As in our recent paper@12#, the dipole interaction strengt
xD is reduced by 25% as compared to the one given by
~11! above. This is required to get the GDR energy cor
sponding to the peak of the cross section,E0, close to the
experimental value of about 16 MeV. For the quadrup
interaction strengthxQ @Eq. ~2!#, the value of the core polar
ization factor f c depends upon the dimension of the mod
space such that the equilibrium value of the quadrupole
formation parameter,b0, comes around 0.1 for106Sn as well
as for 120Sn @17#. Since our main emphasis in the prese
work is to estimate the effect of orientation fluctuation co
rections at high spins, we have explored the possibility
using a smaller basis space compared to the one employ
@12#, because now we have a four-dimensional integral
stead of a two-dimensional one. Thus, withN5Z528 as the
inert core, we consider here two model spaces with
spherical single-particle energies calculated using the sph
cal Nilsson potential withA-dependent parameters@18#.

~i! SpaceS(A) consists of 54 negative parity and 86 po
tive parity orbitals~total 140! extending the basis space up
N56 major shells, whereN is the principal quantum num
ber.

~ii ! SpaceS(B) has a truncated positive-parity basis spa
compared toS(A) keeping only the 0i 13/2 orbitals from the
N56 shell, i.e., only 44 positive parity orbitals~with total
98!.

The adopted values of the parameterf c depending upon
the basis space and the nucleus are listed in Table I a
with the correspondingb0 values for the ground state. Th
value of the smearing parameterh appearing in the matrixR
is taken to be 2 MeV as in@12#. Also the radial matrix
elements are similarly reduced by the appropriate fac
o,
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(N013/2)/(N13/2), whereN053 andN.3 are the princi-
pal quantum number~see Ref.@19# for a discussion of the
use of such a reduction factor for theQ̂•Q̂ interaction!. For
106Sn we have 22 proton and 28 neutron active partic
Therefore, for this nucleus the model spaceS(B) with 98
orbitals including the high-j orbitals 0i 13/2 should be quite
adequate. Use of different model spaces amounts to us
different effective Hamiltonians, and with only one contro
ling parameterf c , these cannot be made fully equivalen
However, we would like that the qualitative results should
similar in the two model spacesS(A) andS(B), at least for
106Sn. For this purpose we have compared in Fig. 1~a! the
GDR plot for 106Sn atT52 MeV andv50 obtained in the
two model spaces, where the solid curve corresponds to
large spaceS(A) and the dashed one corresponds toS(B).
The peak positions are somewhat shifted but the ove
shapes are similar. For spaceS(A), the value of the width
parameterG is 5.15 MeV which becomes 5.35 MeV in spac
S(B). In Ref. @12# the value ofG was determined by a fit to
a single Lorentzian shape, whereas here it is directly e
mated at the half-maximum of the cross section. Follow
the x-axis cranking approach without the inclusion of orie
tation fluctuation corrections, Fig. 1~b! shows a similar com-
parison atT52 MeV andJ'69. In this caseG58.07 MeV
for spaceS(A) ~solid curve! and 7.58 MeV for spaceS(B)
~dashed curve!. Now the two values differ by 0.5 MeV, im-
plying that the bigger space should be more suitable.

FIG. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 atT52 MeV andJ568 calcu-
lated in the small model spaceS(B). The solid curve is obtained by
cranking about thex axis whereas the dashed curve correspond
cranking about thez axis.
0-3
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1 with cranking about thez axis in the model spaceS(B). The solid curve is with the inclusion of the orientatio
fluctuation corrections, whereas the dashed one is without inclusion of such corrections.~a! Results atT52 MeV andJ50; ~b! those at
T52 MeV andJ555.
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In Fig. 2 we show a comparison between results obtai
with the x-axis cranking~solid curve! and those obtained
with the z-axis cranking~dashed curve! at T52 MeV and
J568 within the model spaceS(B). The orientation fluctua-
tion corrections are still not included. Figure 2 shows th
these results are more or less similar. Hence, to study
effect of orientation fluctuations we choose thez-axis crank-
ing so that we have additional integrations only over t
angular variables@see Eq.~6!#.

In Fig. 3~a! we show the cross sections(E) at T52 MeV
and J.40 for 106Sn in the model spaceS(B). The solid
curve is obtained including the orientation fluctuation corr
tions and the dashed one is without such corrections. For
solid curve we obtain the values ofE0515.9 MeV andG
56.22 MeV, compared to 16.39 MeV and 6.42 MeV, r
spectively, for the dashed curve. Figure 3~b! shows a similar
comparison atT52 MeV andJ.55. NowE0515.71 MeV
andG56.90 MeV for the solid curve, which become 16.3
MeV and 7.19 MeV, respectively, for the dashed cur
Comparing Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, it is clear that the effect of
the orientation fluctuation correction is not very significa
Here it is worth pointing out that in the presence ofc andu
integrations the integration limit ofg is only from 0 top/3,
whereas in the absence of angular integrations the integra
limit for g is from 0 top for thez-axis cranking. Therefore
it seems that, out of principal-axis planes, the orientat
fluctuation is quite small, leading to almost the same res
with and without orientation fluctuation corrections. In fa
at T52 MeV and J555 we find the averagêc&5^u&
590°, which corresponds to a rotation about an oblate s
02431
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metry axis,Jy , in the present convention@see Eq.~6!#. But
the thermal average ofg is about 28°, not 60°. It is similar to
a negative value of averageg in case ofx-axis cranking@12#,
as will be seen later on. Since inclusion of the orientat
fluctuation correction consumes much more CPU time, i
not worth the effort. For instance, using 13-point trapezoi
method forc and 10-point Gaussian quadrature for the
maining three variables on a 64-bit DEC Alpha AXP wor
station of RIKEN takes about 20 h in the smaller mod
spaceS(B) for one value ofT andv and a fixed value of the
chemical potentials.

In view of the above, we have further performedx-axis
cranking calculation for106Sn exactly like the one for120Sn
in our recent study@12# in the large basis spaceS(A). Of
course, we usef c51.6 for 106Sn instead of 1.75 for120Sn
~see Table I!.

Figure 4~a! shows the plot ofs(E) at v50. The solid,
dashed, and solid curves with diamond, dash-dotted, and
ted curves are the results atT50.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4 MeV,
respectively. The diamond points indicate the value ofE at
which actual numerical calculations have been performed
steps ofdE50.5 MeV. The average values of the deform
tion parameters at these respective temperatures are^b&
50.120, 0.166, 0.226, 0.243, and 0.249 and^g&524.2°,
24.3°, 24.3°, 25.6°, and 26.7°. As the figure shows,
value ofE0 is about 16 MeV, compared to its values of 16
MeV at T50.5 MeV and 15.9 MeV atT54 MeV. We ob-
tain G54.47, 4.67, 5.15, 5.54, and 5.93 MeV atT50.5 to 4
MeV, corresponding to the curves in Fig. 4~a!. The increase
d
FIG. 4. ~a! Same as in Fig. 1 at variousT andJ50 with the calculation performed in the model spaceS(A). The solid, dashed, and soli
curves with diamonds, dash-dotted, and dotted curves correspond toT50.5, 1, 2, 3, and 4 MeV, respectively.~b! T52 MeV and variousJ
values. The solid, dashed, and solid curves with diamond, dash-dotted, and dotted curves are forJ50, 26, 40, 57, and 69, respectively.
0-4
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of the width is only by about 1.5 MeV atT54 MeV com-
pared to that atT50.5 MeV. This increase is by about 1.
MeV in the case of120Sn.

Figure 4~b! depicts the variation of the GDR shape
106Sn as a function ofJ at T52 MeV. The value of the GDR
energy isE0516.2 MeV atJ50 and 16.5 MeV atJ569.
The five curves—solid, dashed, solid with diamonds, da
dotted, and dotted ones—correspond toJ50, 26, 40, 57, and
69, respectively. The corresponding values of the widthG
are 5.15, 5.83, 6.51, 7.48, and 8.07 MeV. The width
creases by about 3 MeV at the highest spin compared t
value atJ50. The corresponding value for120Sn is found to
be about 2 MeV. The average values of the shape param
are ^b&50.226, 0.225, 0.224, 0.225, and 0.228 and^g&
524.2°, 9.1°,20.5°, 211.8°, and218.8° atT52 MeV
andJ50, 26, 40, 57, and 69, respectively. Thus, the aver
value ofb remains around 0.23 whereasg shows a change
from positive triaxial to negative triaxial shape for an i
crease ofJ from 0 to 69. In the mean-field approximation
very high spins this nucleus is expected to exhibit a nonc
lective rotation about the oblate symmetry axis which cor
sponds tog5260° in our convention. In this sense, th

FIG. 5. GDR widthG as a function ofJ at T52 MeV for 106Sn
~dashed curve with crosses! and 120Sn ~solid curve with diamonds!
following x-axis cranking in the model spaceS(A). The crosses and
diamonds correspond to the actual values ofJ for which the calcu-
lation is done.
a-

o,
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thermal average of about219° at J569 andT52 MeV
should be quite reasonable. It may be emphasized that
sides the constancy of^b&, the width shows quite a reason
able increase with the increase ofJ @3#.

Finally, in Fig. 5 we show the relative increase ofG as a
function of J at T52 MeV for 106Sn and 120Sn within the
x-axis cranking approach in the large basisS(A). As ex-
pected@3,9#, the increase ofG is more rapid for the lighter
isotope. The main problem in the present approach is tha
increase of the width with temperature is not enough.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on the calculations of some further
vestigations in the line of our recent work@12#. The follow-
ing conclusions can be drawn from these studies.

~1! We find that, at high spins for a given temperature,
x-axis cranking andz-axis cranking results on the GDR prop
erties are qualitatively similar.

~2! In the z-axis cranking approach the orientation flu
tuation corrections~besides those in the deformation para
eters! have been incorporated for the first time in this a
proach. It is found that the effect is not quite significant. Th
important result justifies the calculations in which this effe
is neglected.

~3! Then without inclusion of orientation fluctuation co
rections and following thex-axis cranking approach, th
GDR properties of106Sn are studied in detail as for120Sn in
Ref. @12#. The increase of the width as a function of tempe
ture is not sufficient, but at a fixed temperatureT52 MeV
the increase ofG as a function ofJ is quite satisfactory. This
increase is steeper for106Sn than for120Sn.
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